Turn your supply chain into a profitable growth engine

The power of taking an unconstrained view
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It’s a simple question that has huge consequences. If you cannot answer it with a definitive “yes,” your company will struggle. Yet it’s a question that many consumer products executives fail to ask, much less answer.

The question—does our supply chain provide a competitive advantage?—is powerful because its answer can predict how successfully a company will grow. If the answer is “yes,” it means the company is well positioned for commercial success. If it’s “maybe” or “no,” your company is likely in or near a vicious cycle of slow growth and financial underperformance.

That may sound like a bold statement, but a downward spiral is the natural result of an underperforming supply chain. The growth formula for any consumer goods company is a balanced mix of innovation, advertising and pricing optimization. If the supply chain is not working properly, it undermines each one. Poor networks and aging plants hamper the flexibility necessary for profitable innovation, the funding needed for advertising and the efficiency that enables competitive pricing. And once growth starts to slow, the pressures on the supply chain only get worse, making the decline hard to stop.

Companies have plenty of reasons for neglecting the big questions about their supply chains. They believe that dramatic changes would be prohibitively expensive and returns would be hard to quantify. They worry that the risk of business disruption would outweigh any efficiencies and efforts to close or move plants could create public relations disasters. So instead of looking for system-wide fixes, they task supply executives with squeezing incremental gains out of a disadvantaged network.

In our experience, that thinking is almost always dead wrong. The economics of a full transformation can be extremely attractive, and the risks, manageable. And after the transformation, companies see extraordinary results that include 5 to 10 percentage point reductions in the cost of goods sold, hundreds of millions of dollars in additional revenues and a significant increase in available cash (see Figure 1). What’s more, the vicious cycle becomes a virtuous one.

**Figure 1:** Our approach leads to a supply chain that is a competitive advantage for the entire business
How did we get here? The messy state of supply chains

Supply chains can suffer for a variety of reasons. In developed markets, most consumer products companies designed their supply chains decades ago and have expanded them ad hoc through acquisitions. The result is a patchwork of assets that reflect outdated supply chain principles. It’s not uncommon, for example, to find factories in high-wage locations with multi-floor layouts, nonstandard production equipment across locations, nonstrategic supplier relationships and distribution systems with excess inventory—all of which contribute to elevated costs.

To begin the process of rethinking assumptions, we ask executives to take a clean sheet of paper and design a winning supply chain, from scratch. That may sound impractical, and executives frequently balk. Their initial reaction is to pick a smaller, easier problem to tackle or to stay confined within their current constraints.

In developing markets, companies often rush to install new capacity to meet skyrocketing demand. But the need for speed has caused some to skip the crucial step of creating an integrated supply chain vision, which has ultimately meant they missed opportunities to gain more of a competitive advantage.

Regardless of the cause, the result is often a jumble of networks that are not coordinated with one another. How can a company get from that state of disorder to an optimal supply chain? It starts with rethinking fundamental supply chain assumptions around another simple question: What would it take to win?

The power of taking an unconstrained view

To begin the process of rethinking assumptions, we ask executives to take a clean sheet of paper and design a winning supply chain, from scratch. That may sound impractical, and executives frequently balk. Their initial reaction is to pick a smaller, easier problem to tackle or to stay confined within their current constraints.

Rather than fixing a particular problem, though, the point of the exercise is to consider the integrated whole. Designing to win means illustrating a scenario in which the company produces its ideal product portfolio with the most collaborative supplier base, employing a perfect labor model and state-of-the-art production equipment, and delivering it via the optimal route to the customer. This approach pushes executives to break free of incremental approaches and typically sheds new light on how to unlock value.

Imagining the best possible design requires a number of steps:

- **Sales and marketing teams** define how they will grow and what they need to win, including details such as desired packaging flexibility and target price points. This produces a crisp articulation of commercial needs, which is the bedrock of any good supply chain plan.

- **The full management team** works together to define the right level of assortment and promotional complexity, from the shelf back to sourcing.

- **Procurement, manufacturing and logistics teams** take an integrated view of the end-to-end supply chain and identify ways to optimize everything from supplier agreements to customer deliveries.

- **Engineering teams** imagine state-of-the-art technology that delivers breakthrough performance at lower cost.

- **Human resource teams** look for innovative ways to design high-performance work systems.

- **Finance** quantifies the benefits available to supply chain transformation, including cost reductions, revenue growth and cash reduction.
A leading food company’s experience shows how powerful this approach can be. Though it had iconic brands, the company was suffering from a disadvantaged supply chain and delivering mediocre top-line growth and profitability as a result. When executives at the firm started with a clean sheet of paper, however, they uncovered enormous potential. The first step was to simplify the portfolio and either exit or reformulate a group of SKUs that created a disproportionate amount of complexity for the 10% of revenues it produced. From there, the plan they developed revealed the chance to increase the top-line growth rate, reduce costs by 750 basis points and speed the cash conversion cycle. Even more surprising was that the capital investments needed for the overhaul were not significantly greater than what the company would have invested to keep its old, inefficient facilities operating.

The obvious question, of course, is, how much of the potential opportunity can a company actually capture? The good news: A company can enjoy most, and sometimes all, of the value it sketches out, provided it takes a phased approach that leverages some natural inflection points, such as contract expirations and capital equipment replacement cycles.

Figure 2: Start with the unconstrained vision, then evaluate scenarios to move toward the end state

How to get there from here—capturing the full potential value

Once a company defines its unconstrained vision—and only then—should it identify scenarios to test the risk-reward trade-offs inherent in different degrees of transformation (see Figure 2). The irony of taking an unconstrained view is that it typically eliminates many of the barriers that historically prevented action and often prompts managers to gravitate to the more aggressive scenarios.

Having a vision that informs the specific scenarios can change the entire conversation. Consider the food company. When executives had a clear sense of the value that lay in recapitalizing their operations with state-of-the-art technologies in new, low-cost geographies, the risks associated with the plan became risks worth taking. Instead of questioning the magnitude of change, people began to ask, “What will it take to change?” They made plans to exit existing facilities over time to take advantage of contract expirations and other cyclical components, which eliminated large chunks of restructuring costs,
and found new government incentives to reduce the cost of building new facilities. With this, the company finally broke its decades-old cycle of investing in bad technologies in bad locations.

The unconstrained approach yields both a long-term destination for the supply chain and a pragmatic road map for how to get there. The result is a much more competitive position and the capacity to consistently win for the foreseeable future.

To move from today’s supply chain to the desired future scenario, the team then develops detailed action plans for the transformation. Those plans incorporate changes to the physical supply chain, as well as the required organizational capabilities, relationships and processes that need to change in order to best operate the reinvented supply chain. The unconstrained vision becomes a guidepost as the team makes day-to-day decisions, helping them to ensure strategic alignment with the long-term vision.

**The lasting impact on the entire business**

The unconstrained approach yields both a long-term destination for the supply chain and a pragmatic road map for how to get there. The result is a much more competitive position and the capacity to consistently win for the foreseeable future.

Within four years of beginning its supply chain transformation, the food company saw extraordinary results. The top-line growth rate nearly doubled to 6% per year—thanks to a more efficient supply chain and the additional marketing efforts it spurred and enabled. On the operational front, plant capacity improved by 38%, labor costs dropped by 20% per pound produced and inventories shrank dramatically. Financial results followed suit. Within six years, operating income increased by 750 basis points, the stock delivered more than a 100% return to shareholders and the company became an industry darling in the view of the analysts who cover it.

If it’s not clear that your supply chain provides an advantage to your business, we encourage you to break out a clean sheet of paper. Though transforming the supply chain is never easy, the payoff can be tremendous.
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